Due to Decree-Law No. 6 of 23 February 2020, and subsequent amendments and additions, containing
'Urgent measures for the containment and management of the epidemiological emergency by COVID19 the XXVII Edition of International Competition Anemos and the X National Competition
Valerio Marchitelli won't take place in the planned times on 22nd, 23rd and 24th May 2020.
Valerio Marchitelli Onlus Foundation, convinced that we must not give up to adversities, has opened a
free space, a showcase on the Facebook page of the Cultural Association Anemos, to host the
performances of young new musicians and former candidates who want to support us in the battle: a
Festival, born on a virtual square.
Therefore there will be no losers and winners but only PARTICIPANTS.
It is compulsory to fill in the Registration form, tick the cells:
1. acceptance of the conditions of the rules of the Competition with the changes contained in this
Statement;
2. authorization to the publication of the pieces sent
3. authorization to the processing of personal data.
The time of staying in the virtual square will be determined by the number of participants and the
number of Gigs available.
Time maximum one year, minimum one month.
Here the ways to register yourself and send your registrations:
. Register with the best tool possible the own performance in an atmosphere without echoes and
noisies;
. Connect at the site https://wetransfer.com/
. Click and "add your file" and select your video
. In the box " Send an email to", please write the email address anemosarts@gmail.com
. In the box " Your email" , please write your personal email
. In the box " Text or message", please specify, if you are sending your video to compete to
International Competition Anemos
. Click on "Transfer"
. Note: Each video file mustn't exceed 2 Gb.
It reaffirms what is contained in art. 26 of this notice also extended to the registrations
published on the facebook page of the Cultural Association Anemos:
No rights will be granted to candidates for Radio-TV recordings. In fact, the rights relating to
any recording or movie made during the tests or during any event related to the XXVII International

Anemos Competition belong to the Competition itself and the possible use of this material will not
involve the payment of no compensation to the concerned competitors.

You are requested to confirm your authorization to the processing of your personal data and to the
publication of your registrations on the Facebook page of the Cultural Association Anemos in
accordance with Law 2016/679 of the European Community.

Rome, 16 April 2020
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